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Brand name: Embrave                                                        
                                                    
Built upon thorough research of the rising Influencer market, beauty 
industry and the potential target customers, Embrave is a new business 
model that offers influencer branded beauty products online. And by 
developing the 4Ps and creating a comprehensive business plan for 
Embrave, I got to evaluate the possibility whether this new business could 
work successfully.
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Target Customer Boards Building



Logo design



Embrave is a B2C online retailer buying wholesale from 7 influencer brands and retail it on the website to both 
Millennials and Generation Z as they’re the ones that follow influencers the most.

Business Model



Packaging design



Homepage design



Product page design



Influencer page design

This page refers to the traditional category of 
brands. And this gives customer an overview of 

what influencer brands do we curate. 

Once customers click a certain image of an 
influencer, they’ll get to read a short brief of the 
brand, the founder and the products Embrave 

carries from this brand.



Brave stories page design

Here is where we would post insight 
stories of the influencer, their brands 
and their products. We would like to 

share customers more of their 
meaningful stories instead of selling 

the products directly to the 
customers. 

Educating the value of these 
influencer brands is one of the core 

mission of Embrave.



Launch campaign designs

With the title “My Secret Love”, we would invite 
influencers to share their secretly loved products 
with us and assemble them together as a limited 

edition box ready for pre-ordering and sell.



Embrave’s biggest competitive advantage is being the first platform to 
specialize on selling influencer-branded products.

Brand positioning



Target customer persona board #1



Target customer persona board #2
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